
You still think  
that #food is only  
for eating? 

Win customers’ hearts  
through personalised content  
to make their lives taste better 



For all e-Commerce Merchants, 
it’s  increasingly challenging to  
differentiate in today’s crowded  
landscape. 



Pitches don’t sell  
products but  

emotional  
connections do 

People no longer trust perfected ads. 
They want your brand to evoke  

emotions that put customers front  
and centre. Show, don’t tell. 

Summer 
treats 



Attach your brand to 
emotional  points in daily lives 
of your  customers. 



Embrace the power of UGC  
to embrace new consumers 

4% 

48% 

63% 

of consumers trust an ad created by brand 

say that UGC is a great way to discover new products 

people would buy from a company they consider to be  
more authentic than its competitors 



Establishing emotional communication with your  
social public is crucial 

 

• Marketing based on stories 

• Content relating to people 

• Customer centric approach to build trust 

• Use the power of the 3M Global Foap  

Community to spread your message through  

their Social Media  Channels. 

Human-centered design 

Taste of  friendship 



UGC makes an  
authentic impression  
on your social listeners 
Try community of 3M creatives to deliver your  
next brand story 

 
With Foap you get: 

• Experienced Community 

• Simultaneous Content Creation 

• Crowdsourced Storytelling 

Summer mode on 



I drink a lot of #CoconutWater. It  
balances out all the toxic stuff I put  
into my body © Rihanna 



Nothing tastes as  good  
as #skinny feels 



#Flatlays 
are a delicious  
form of art 



Buddy Fruits 

Challenge 

Buddy Fruits had a hard time producing images of diverse children in different  
contexts and environments. 

 

Solution 

Since Foap’s Community of photographers is big and diverse, we were  
able to create product shots of everyday life situations illustrating kids  
and parents in record time. We could also target the photographers with  
the best style and feel for the brand. 

Results 

Buddy Fruits got exactly what they wanted: different context, diversity,  

quality and  versatility. 



Challenge 
 
Chobani was looking for a fast and simple solution - they needed a place where  
they can create pictures of their yogurt easy, fast and cheap. 

 
Solution 

Since photo shoots were too pricy, took too much time and didn’t bring  
the desirable results, Chobani tried Foap with over 3 mln talented  
photographers on demand. 

 
Results 

Diversified content, for every type of their product, created in a fast and  

affordable way. 

Chobani 



Ghiradelli 

Challenge 

Ghirardelli was looking for content of their St Valentine’s Day limited edition  
product. The product only went on the shelves and there was a limited time to  
prepare the photos for before the holiday. 

 
Solution 

By launching Foap Mission they reached out to their own fans and asked  
to create the most romantic, real, and branded content. 

 

Results 

Foapers provided a lot of inspiring content full of their feelings that went  

beyond Ghirardelli’s team expectations. 



Kellogg’s 

Challenge 

Kellogg’s wanted to have images of bowl of cereal re-imagined in the most  
delicious and creative ways possible. 

 
 

Solution 

By launching Foap Mission they reached out to their own fans and asked  
to create the most delicious and authentic content. 

 

Results 

Foapers provided a lot of inspiring content full of amazing recipes and ideas  

for a perfect breakfast. 



French’s 

Challenge 

French’s was looking for a cheap and fast way to create pictures of different  
ranges of their products. They also wanted to see the product in different  
situations: Christmas dinner, Super Bowl gathering, picnic, barbecue,  
breakfast, etc. 

Solution 

Since photo shoots were too pricy, took too much time and didn’t bring  
the desirable results, French’s tried Foap. For them it was the only place  
where they could create such diversified content, for every type of their  
product, in a fast and affordable way. 

Results 

Extremely creative user generated content that could be successfully used in  

many commercial ways. 
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